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Perfect for helping children develop early language skills, this exciting range of interactive flash

cards reinforces learning through touch.
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My toddler LOVES these flashcards and we LOVE the box!There are several different themes

available in this series of flashcards-- this box, Farm, contains animals (duck, cow, sheep, etc), a

farmer, tractor, and barn.These are very well-made and sturdy, printed on strong and thick stock.

Each flashcard has a bright picture, the name of the object, and a "touch and feel" patch that

encourages my little one to explore and spend time with each individual card. This is fantastic for

helping him with attention and concentration.As a mom, my favorite part of these flashcards is the

box. That may sound strange, but we have enough kiddo stuff strewn across the house! Having a

super strong, cardboard box to contain all the flashcards and close shut with child-friendly velco is a

thoughtful touch. The box is toddler-perfect, sized for little hands, and helps us teach about "clean

up and put away."

Love these! My grandchildren have played and learned from these from age 8 months and still

enjoy them at age 2. I can see them using them even longer because they can learn the words in

different languages as posted on each card. The touch and feel feature is especially nice for the



younger babies.

We have the entire series of these picture cards. Our son loves all of them. The size is perfect for

his hands and they are durable enough for him to handle without worrying about them being torn.

The "touch and feel" portion can be hit or miss...some add educational value to the card while

others just seem to be added for no reason. Overall these are a great purchase and probably the

best flash cards I've found for young toddlers.

They have got to be joking with this!I own the "First Words" set and my toddlers love them. Now we

are practicing farm animals, so I ordered this set. I got the package today and almost spit coffee out

my nose when I saw the first card... "Combine Harvester". Who the heck came up with these? Just

bizarre.

My 16 month loves this series! She loves to feel the texture on each card and search for them in a

pile. The cards are big enough to be played with and could handle A LOT of wear and tear. I am

constantly surprised by how much my little one enjoys this!

Purchased for my 2 year old grandson. He enjoys playing with the cards - especially the vehicles!

Purchased several sets. Very sturdy cards and because of questions the cards can be used as he

grows older.

These are nice and sturdy for toddlers. My almost 2 year old loves farm animals. He has almost as

much fun taking the cards in and out of the equally sturdy box, as he does rubbing the cards. We

have used DK Board books for everyone of our kids, and this is a nice extension of those. This is

our second set of touch and feel cards. I imagine we will buy the other sets as well.

These are great. We bought them for our 10 month old & the words were a bit advanced, but they'll

be perfect when she's a bit older. They have fun ideas for learning games & give each word in 4

additional languages (German, French, Chinese & Spanish).
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